Who says dentists aren't funny?

Well, to be honest, just about everybody says that.

But the fact is that each day in the dental office is filled with the comedy of everyday life. Dr. Larry Emmott brings thirty years of experience as a dentist and over fifteen years as a professional speaker to the platform, for an entertaining look at the business of dentistry.

Larry has been presenting to dental groups on technology for over 20 years. He has gained a reputation not only as a technology expert but also as a fun, humorous speaker who always has the audience laughing and wanting more. Now think about it...if a dentist can make computer technology fun, he must be a pretty entertaining speaker!

Invite Dr. Larry Emmott to present a fun-packed, humorous program at YOUR next meeting!

Don't just do the same old thing! Let Larry open the meeting or provide entertainment at the annual dinner. Give your session attendees a break and liven up a staff appreciation luncheon with the wit and humor of Dr. Larry Emmott!

What others are saying...

“I have never had so much fun at a course!”
“Dr. Emmott is very entertaining”
“Funny and intelligent with just the right amount of sarcasm.”

Suggested Audience: All Dental audiences
Suggested Format: Keynote